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**AN IBCN PROJECT**


Nutrition has been proposed to modulate the risk of developing certain cancers, including breast cancer. Classes of genes may be differently influenced by nutrients depending on the type of epigenetic mechanism targeted by a given nutrient. IBCN focuses on the study of gene-environment data for prevention of breast cancer.

**FROM THE PROPOSAL**

We address prevention by studying the impact of the environment on gene expression control. This encompasses data describing chemical modifications in the DNA and histones, genome sequencing, epidemiology, populations, and environmental impact. We provide ways for genome and epigenome data to be understood in the context of social determinants.

**THE IBCN EPIGENETICS DATABASE**

- Data Exploration
  - Epigenetics Experiment Database →

- IBCN Gene Data from Encode
  - Genes →
  - Gene Variants →
  - Cell Lines and Tracknames →
  - Modification Positions →

- Genome Browser for Modifications
  - User Guide I →  User Guide II →

- Data Collection
  - Experiment Web Forms →

**THE IBCN NUTRIGENOMICS DATABASE**

- Data Exploration
  - Nutrigenomics Experiment Database →

- Data Collection
  - Experiment Web Forms →

**OUR IBCN DATABASES**

- genetic and epigenetic modifications of genes involved in breast cancer onset
- epigenetic mechanisms by which environmental factors modulate known genes
- analysis from different viewpoints: nutrition, genetic, epigenetic, environment, social determinants
Build Infrastructure

• Bylaws for interaction
• Internal Steering and External Advisory Committees
• Cyberinfrastructure to facilitate integration of data and workflow
• Establish student training reciprocity
Grants

• Keck grant
• NIH Conference grants
• Policy grants
• Allen Foundation grant in communication
• Training grants in bioethics
• Susan G. Komen health breast tissue biorepository